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ABSTRACT 

A mobile ad-hoc wireless network is a group of wireless mobile nodes that are capable of 

communicating with each other without any network infrastructure.  The communication 

medium is usually a broadcast medium and nodes are free to move around randomly. Due to this, 

there is dynamic change in the network topology. Due to its dynamic nature it has many 

challenges. One of the important challenges in the routing is to improve the QoS in Dynamic 

Source Routing protocol. We are representing the algorithm with the role of agents. In this 

algorithm, the mobile agents are responsible for finding the best path from source to destination 

in network topology. 
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I  INTRODUCTION 

Mobilead hoc networks are paradigms for mobile communication [1] in which mobile nodes are 

dynamically and arbitrarily located in such a manner that communication between nodes does 

not rely on any underlying static network infrastructure.  In recent year, on-demand routing 

protocol have attained more attention in mobile adhoc network as compared to other routing 

schemes due to their abilities and efficiencies.  They are able to organize themselves dynamically 

with lower memory overhead and lower bandwidth requirement than a table driven protocols 

(Proactive protocols). 

Dynamic Source Routing is a on-demand routing protocol developed for routing in mobile ad-

hoc networks and was proposed for MANET by Broch, Johnson, and Maltz [2].DSR allows the 

network to be completely self-organizing without anypresent network infrastructure.  Network 

nodes are capable of forwarding packets for eachother for communication over multiple “hops” 

between nodes within wireless transmission range.  The protocol is having two mechanisms 

called Route Discovery and Route Maintenance, which generally work together to allow nodes to 

discover and maintain intermediate path to destinations in the ad-hoc network. Source 

routingallows packetsto move in loop free mannerallthese operate completely on-demand, 

allowing the routing packet overhead ofDSR to scale automatically. The main focus here in use 

of mobile agents, which are responsible for finding the shortest and best path over dynamic 

network topology.  

 

A General Communication between nodes in DSR: 

In a network topology, it works as follows: Nodes send out a ROUTE REQUEST 

messagebroadcast to all the nodes in the MANET network.All nodes that receive this 
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messageaddthemselves into the source route, update the routing table and forward it to their 

neighbour’s nodes.  If a receiving node is the destination, or has a route to the destination and act 

as an intermediate node, it does not forward the request packetuntill it sends a REPLY message 

containing the full source route. It can also send that source route in reverse order. After 

receiving one or several routes, the source node chooses the best route and stores it in the update 

routing table.If the route matrics is betterwhich is having various parameters like number of 

hops, delay and bandwidth, route priority to the route will be high and the longer it will be 

present in cache route.  When a ROUTE REPLY arrives very quickly after a ROUTE REQUEST 

has been sent out, then it is an intimation of a best path, since the nodes are waiting for a 

particular time period. This is done in order to avoid aunnecessary replies.  In case of a link 

failure due to poor network signal, the node that cannot forward the packet to the next node 

sends route error message towards the source.   

 

II DSR PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION: 

 

A   An overview of features of the Protocol 

 

The DSR protocol is of two mechanismsfor discovering and maintenance of source to destination 

routes in the mobile ad hoc network: 

Route Discoveryis the mechanism by which a node Atrying to send a packet to a destination 

node Sobtains a source route to S.  Route Discovery is used only when Aneeds to send a packet 

to Swithout having any prior information aboutroute to S. 

 

Route Maintenanceis the mechanism by which node Afindsanother route due to link failure or 

due to traffic congestion. When node A finds a dynamic change in the chosen route through 

route metric, while using a source route to S, then ROUTE ERROR message is sent to the source 

node.After this, Route Maintenance mechanisminforms that, Acan use any other route to S, or 

can call the mechanism of Route Discovery again to find a new route.  Route Maintenance is 

used only when Ais actually forwarding packets to S. 

 

 

The operation of Route Discovery and Route Maintenance in DSR are basically designed to 

allow uni-directional links and asymmetric routes. In wireless networks, it is possible that a link 

between two nodes may not work equally well in both directions, due to differing antenna or 

propagation patterns or sources of interference.  DSR allows such uni-directional links to be used 

to improve the performance of network connection the in the system. DSR also supports 

internetworking between different types of wireless networks, allowing a source route to be 

composed of hops over a combination of any types of networks available [3].  For example, 

some nodes in the ad hoc network may have only short-range radios, while other nodes have 

both short-range and long-range radios; the combination of these nodes together can be 

considered by DSR as a single ad hoc network. In addition, the routing of DSR has been 

integrated into standard internet routing, where a “gateway” node connected to the Internet also 

participates in the ad hoc network routing protocols; and has been integrated into Mobile IP 

routing, where such a gateway node also serves the role of mobile IP foreign agent [4][5]. 

 

B  Working 
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The key feature of DSR [6][7] is the use of source routing. That is, the sender knows the 

complete hop-by-hop route to thedestination. These routes are stored in a route cache.  The 

datapackets carry the source route in the packet header.When a node in the ad hoc network 

attempt to send adatapacket to a destination for which it does not already know theroute, it uses a 

route discoveryprocess to dynamically determinesuch a route. Route discovery works by 

flooding the network withroute request (RREQ) packet. Each node receivinga RREQ 

rebroadcasts it, unless it is the destination or it has aroute to the destination in its route cache. 

Such n node replies to the RREQ with a route reply (RREP) packet that is routedback to the 

original source. RREQ and RREP packets are alsosource routed. The RREQ builds up the path 

traversed across the network. The route is in RREP packet and stored in cache at the source for 

future use.If any link on the source route is broken, the source node is identifiedusing a route 

error (RERR) packet.  The source removes any route using this link from its cache.   A new route 

discovery process must be initiated by the source, if this route is still needed. 

 

III Proposed Algorithm for DSR using mobile agents 

 

This proposed algorithm uses the concepts of agents in DSR to make it more efficient. Agents 

are the software programs that run on a node to perform the specific task. This task is assigned 

by the network architecture. We are using two main agents: static agent and mobile agent. We 

will discuss the function in next section. 

 

AResponsibilities of Static Agents 

Static Agentsare the types of the agents that stays permanently on the particular node, and then 

perform the assigned task to it. It performs the following resposibilities:- 

a. It will handle entry for each visited mobile agent with their unique Id in routing table. 

b. It will use the updated information from mobile agent table and itself do the updates on the 

node also. 
 

B Responsibilitiesof Mobile Agents 

Mobile Agents are designed to move from one node to other node in a specific manner to 

perform assigned task. Mobile agents have the ability to support asynchronous communication. 

Therefore, the mobile user can assign a task to a mobile agent and whenever the agent finds that 

the communication is possible, it will roam the network and fulfill the assigned task its user. 

a. Generally the main responsibility of the mobile agent is to make all the nodes in the 

network topology aware and secure communications. 

b. It will compute the node transmission ratio of each node in the network to find the 

efficiency of a node. 

c. This updated value is stored in the mobile agents routing table. 
 

Now the proposed algorithm uses mobile agents that can move in the adhoc network to discover 

the network topology and collects or updates the routing table. In this algorithm, nodes 

transmission ratio formula is used. On the basis of this formula, mobile agent can choose the next 

to migrate. Now, we will describe the functionality of all the agents on the basis of working of 

DSR. 
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1. Static agent: This agent is running in the host node and providing the needed information 

to the visiting mobile agent. 

2. Master agent(MA): This is a static agent that is responsible for creating main three 

components: QoS status information, Monitoring Agents and Route Discovery Agents. 

Besides this, it is also synchronizing the activities of all other agents. Other agents are 

collecting the information and updating the table by the permission of Master agent. All 

the routes will be deicide by the network users required by manager agents of the 

network nodes. Once the type of the route is decided Master agent is creating Routing 

agent system for finding the shortest and optimal route. So the main functions of Master 

agents are as follows: i) it will act as a source to initiate Routing agent system(RAS) for 

finding the path. ii) It will act as intermediate node to receive the path found by RAS and 

neighbours nodes information. iii) It will allow RAS to update the routing table. 

3. Monitoring agent system(MAS): It is static agent that is responsible for monitoring the 

host the behavior of host node and calculate nodes transmission ratio in the routing 

process. The best suitable path for migration to the next node is chosen on the basis of 

this ratio.  

4. Routing agent system(RAS): This is responsible for finding the most reliable route to a 

destination to improve the QoS Status. Each mobile agent will be having the unique 

mobile ID. 

5. Route Maintainance Agent (RMA): This agent will re discover the route if any link 

failure occurs due to weak signal. 

6. Route cache: In this route cache, information about the neighbor’s nodes, nodes 

transmission ratio value, network topology, and routing metric is maintained. All these 

information can be updated by the mobile agents. 

 

Algorithm: for finding the optimal path to improve QoS status by minimum Overhead 

 

1. For j=1 to m Master agent at the node  initiate monitoring agent(MOA)  for finding the 

one hop neighbours nodes by sending route request packet broadcast to all the nodes, 

collects the resources information and store these into the route cache. 

2. For k=1 to m Master agent initiate the Routing agent to enter and  roam in the network. 

3. For every Routing agent, Routing agent at node j marks node j as visited node, calculate 

the nodes transmission ratio value and collects the information from the Route cache 

through Master agent. The formula for calculating the ratio is as follows: 

 nodes transmission ratio value= total number of packets node m transmitted to node n for 

forwarding / total number of packets forwarding by node n and noticed by m. 

 

On the basis of this ratio, routing agent will decide on which neighbor node it has to migrate. 

More the value of ratio of a node among nodes, more efficient that node is. This will improve 

QoS by finding the efficient node.         

4. For all one hop neighbor nodes, Routing agent will search for unvisited one hop neighbor 

node, calculate the node transmission ratio value and compare it and store it in the routing 

table. 

5. If Routing agent fails to find the next node, it will no longer be present at the current 

node. 
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6. If Routing Agent is successful in locating the best node with efficient transmission ratio 

value, it will migrate to that node, collect the information of that node and update the 

route cache. 

7. If due to weak signal strength, link goes fail then RAM will find the route again by 

sending route request packet to all the nodes. 
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IV Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we discussed the role of agents to find the best path in the network topology. In 

future, through simulation algorithm can be implemented.  
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